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Liverpool draw some comfort despite Grobbelaar injury 
THE sight of Bruce Grobbelaar limping theatrically around his area with a pulled 
hamstring was the final worry for a Liverpool side who survived an increasingly 
disjointed third-round tie with great relief.  
Grobbelaar's discomfort was evident for the final 15 minutes but Sheffield United 
failed to produce the one shot to put him out of his misery. That Liverpool 
secured a replay at Anfield in a fortnight was perhaps shaky proof that their 
recovery is slowly getting under way.  
Defeat in Moscow apart, they have not lost for six matches and Grobbelaar 
recognised that, with next week's Uefa Cup second leg at Anfield in mind, it might 
be advisable to give David James a warm-up match at Tottenham on Saturday.  
'I've just tweaked a hamstring and we'll find out how bad it is tomorrow,' he said. 
'It's food for thought: perhaps David should be given a game at Tottenham in any 
event.'  
Liverpool's defensive survival was more a matter of faith than judgment. They 
continued to make an inexplicable number of unforced errors and Grobbelaar and 
Wright were as jittery as if they were meeting for the first time in a dark alley.  
It was suitable comment upon Wright's faltering confidence that he was detailed 
to mark the relatively inexperienced Littlejohn, leaving Piechnik, a far more 
composed figure, to curb the greater menace of Deane. Hardly a good advert for 
Wright's England pretensions, although he was grateful to make a saving tackle 
when Littlejohn sprung Liverpool's offside trap.  
Hutchison, the most creative player on view, missed the best chance of the first 
half when his downward header bounced wide, but the initiative rested with 
United. Bryson drove wide, Gayle failed to force the ball past Grobbelaar from a 
yard out, and Liverpool's goalkeeper finished the half on his knees, a yard outside 
his area, scrambling around like a pensioner searching for his spectacles.  
Littlejohn possessed the pace to unsettle the Liverpool defence and he was in 
sparky enough mood to take advantage. His swift turn and shot as the second half 
began forced Grobbelaar into an uncomfortable save by his left-hand post.  
A large Merseyside following had further cause for pessimism when Piechnik, who 
had kept Deane under wraps, limped off to be replaced by Tanner. As if sensing 
Liverpool's frailty the home side's attacks became increasingly direct, only to 
suffer for their appalling inaccuracy.  
It required a wishy-washy prod towards his own goalkeeper by Tanner to 
reawaken an increasingly uneventful contest. Littlejohn gambolled past 
Grobbelaar's frantic dive but ran too wide and his cross was snuffed out.  
Sheffield United: Tracey; Gage, Cowan, Gannon, Gayle, Beesley, Bradshaw (Cork, 
85min), Rogers, Littlejohn, Deane, Bryson (Hodges, 65).  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Marsh, Burrows, Piechnik (Tanner, 48), Wright, Hutchison, 
McManaman, Walters, Rush, Redknapp, Thomas.  
Referee: A Ward (London). 
 
 

 


